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The Sultanate of Oman with mesmerizing natural beauty is one of the most relaxing and safest vacation destinations in the world! A

breathtaking kaleidoscope of Oman heritage, culture, scenic beauty, beaches, mountains, wadis, deserts, and adventure offers a journey

like never before and experience like no other country across the globe. Till a few years ago, Oman was known only for Muscat; however,

tourism in Oman is much beyond just Muscat. Although Muscat is indeed a great destination, the picturesque location of Oman is entwined

with hundreds of other tourist attractions as well where thousands of families create their lifetime vacation memories every year!



Start in Muscat and end in Salalah! With
the discovery tour Classical Oman ( Muscat &
Salalah ), you have a 12 day tour package
taking you through Muscat, Oman and 12
other destinations in Oman. Classical Oman (
Muscat & Salalah ) includes accommodation
in a hotel as well as an expert guide, meals,
transport and more.



Arrival Muscat – Transfer to Hotel 

You will arrive at the Muscat International Airport.
Upon your arrival you proceed straight to the
Immigration. Immigration & customs are quick &
simple. Upon arrival at the General arrival lounge
you will be met by our friendly & efficient PSTTOUR
chauffer who will assist you to the comforts of our
vehicle to drive you the hotel. Overnight at
Muscat Hotel

Over night in Muscat



Morning, you will be met at the hotel for a half day City
Tour. The tour begins with a visit to the beautiful Sultan
Qaboos Grand Mosque one of the largest mosques in the
Middle East. Later you drive to visit Seeb fish Market. There
after drive to Natural History Museum, exhibiting the wealth
of Oman’s history and thus imparting knowledge about the
country’s rich culture and traditions to the
visitor. Afternoon, drive to Qantab, One of the pristine
beaches in Muscat. Later you drive along the picturesque
Corniche to the once walled district Muscat. Visit Bait Al
Zubair Museum. You will have photo stops at the residence
of his Majesty Sultan Qaboos, the Al Alam Palace, which is
flanked by the 16th century Portuguese forts Mirani and
Jalali. Evening you will be strolling through Muttrah Souq,
where you will be bargaining for handicrafts and silver
items.

Over night in Muscat

Half Day Muscat City Tour



8h30 AM your guide will pick you up at your hotel and
take you for an incredible journey. You drive further to
Wadi Arbaeen, en route you see lush village surrounded
with dates, lemon, mango plantations. You will have
photo stop at each place. You finally will reach Wadi
Arbaeen – an oasis spot in the middle of the barren and
dry mountains. It is one of the most beautiful wadis and
its pools with clear deep blue water give you an
opportunity to take a refreshing dip. On the coastal road
you stop at the limestone Sinkhole in Bimmah and then
continue to Fins. You will then stop at Wadi Shab which
means a “wadi between the cliffs”, enjoy a walk through
the wadi, walking shoes are strongly recommended.
Going up the wadi you will soon see pools appearing
before you and you may also enjoy a refreshing swim in
those pools. Early we will arrive to Ras al Hadd to relax on
beach and dinner around 6:30 pm and proceed for
watching turtles in Ras al jinz. The turtles come to lay their
eggs at night and this experience is a memorable one.

Muscat - Wadi Arbaeen - Bimmah Sink Hole - Wadi Shab - Ras Al Hadd

Over night in Sur



Ras Al Hadd - Sur Dhow Factory - Wadi Bani Khalid - Wahiba Desert

Around 8.30 am you will be met by your tour guide and
driver who will escort you to the comforts of our 4 wheel
drive to embark on a soft adventurous trip to the great
desert of Oman. Your tour will going to start morning
9:00 am. Once you will be in Sur, our guide take you
another town famous for its trading and Dhow Building
Yard in Sur where boat building is more than just a task,
but a way of culture, tradition, and life. Sur still offers a
glimpse of those brandishing awls, bows, hammers and
iron nails in the pursuit of perfecting the ancient craft
which helped Oman establish itself as one of the oldest
and most influential sultanates in the Gulf region.
Though largely less commonplace than in centuries
prior, dhow-building is still very much alive and well in
Sur, and has become not only an attraction for tourists,
but also for the likes of the ultra-wealthy who are keen
to get their hands on some of the most storied hand-
crafted ships in the world.

Over night in a desert Camp – Wahiba Sands



Wahiba Sands - Sinaw - Birkat Al Mouz - Nizwa

After breakfast, you will leave behind you this
beautiful desert and continue your journey to
Traditional village Sinaw. Continue tour proceed
toward Foot of Jebel Al Akhdar and you will stop
on the way to see the old village of Birkat Al
Mawz, walking through the plantation and small
streets with old crumbling houses.

Over night in Nizwa



Nizwa - Jabrin Castle - Bahla Fort & Osis - Jabel Shams - Nizwa

After breakfast you will meet your guide in hotel lobby. Your
tour start to visit Nizwa, which was once the capital of Oman,
go through the traditional and craft Souk where you can buy
some souvenirs before visiting the Fort of Nizwa with its large
circular tower and imagine life inside the Fort in the 17th
century. The breathtaking view from the tower will show you
how big the plantation is…. After the long drive your next stop
will be Continue to Jabrin, for a visit of the Fort which was
once the home of the Imam and was built to be a Palace at
first, before being used for military purposes. The tomb of the
Imam is still located in the Fort. The Jabrin Fort is also believed
to be one of the first schools in Oman. Later proceed to
Bahla, a charming little town surrounded by an old 12 km long
wall; visit the place where they make pottery and also the old
fort of Bahla, one of the oldest in Oman (under renovation,
visit is from the outside only). Travel to Jebel Shams but before
going up the mountain there is an interesting wadi, Wadi
Nakhr, a narrow canyon. It is a stunning beautiful place, and
is geologically spectacular, being one of the deepest
canyons on the planet. Go deep inside to visit the village
where the main activity is weaving ….. Your journey then
continues to the top of Jebel Shams, “Sun Mountain”, Oman’s
highest peak, 3009 m. ….. get a spectacular view of the
“Grand Canyon”.

Over night in Nizwa



Nizwa Fort & Souq - Muscat Amouage Perfume Factory - Muscat Hotel

Morning visit the powerful Fort with its massive Circular
Cannon Tower, one of the most impressive forts in
Oman and the traditional Souq. Our next point of
interest, and the highlight of the tour, is the visit to
the Perfume factory «Amouage». Founded over a
quarter of a century ago, Amouage is a niche luxury
fragrance house that draws inspiration from its
birthplace of the Sultanate of Oman, infusing reference
points from a rich and colourful heritage that fires the
imagination of all who come into contact with its
wonderful products. Learn, taste and enjoy the ancient
Arabian oil perfumes’ imagination.

Over night in Muscat



Muscat Departure

Transfer from hotel to airport for final departure.



Arrival To Salalah Airport -Transfer To Hotel

You will arrive at the Salalah international airport. Upon
your arrival you proceed straight to the immigration.
Immigration & customs are quick & simple. Upon arrival
at the general arrival lounge you will be met by our
friendly & efficient Smart Travel & Tourism chauffer who
will assist you to the comforts of our vehicle to drive you
the hotel.

Over night in Salalah



Salalah Half Day City Tour

Morning after breakfast. Visit the Al Baleed museum of the
Frankincense land. Opened in July 2007 at Al Baled
Archaeological Park it is a large archaeological site that
you can Stoll through among Salalah Tours when you visit
oman , and the museum hosts an impressive collection
about the archaeological and maritime history of Oman .
(Open Sat - Wed 8:00 -14:00 & 16:00 - 20:00, Thu - Fri 16:00 -
20:00) .In the Heritage Souk, you can find different types of
Omani crafts and incense burners. You will have an exact
view of the Arabian market after visiting the new souk.
Drive to the Gold souk offers modern and olden style
Dhofari ornaments. Haffah souk is very attractive with its
small shops lined up with straight piles of incense boxes,
clay incense burners colorfully decorated with traditional
patterns and bags of incense crystals. Also on your way to
Haffah Souk you can see some typical Dhofari houses with
caravan windows and doors. Walking past
the Sultan Residential palace Al Husn, reaches to the Old
Souk where Frankincense, Dhofari traditional clothes and
cosmetics are available. Before returning to the hotel, visit
the ancient city of Zufar, the ruins of Al Baled, which was
visited by Ibn Battuta and Marco Polo, describing it as a
beautiful, large and noble city.

Over night in Salalah



Full Day East & West Salalah

The excursion begins in the morning with a visit to the old fishing village of
‘Taqah’, famous for the manufacture of ‘Dried Sardines’ & its traditional &
old ‘Dhofari Houses’. Visit the century old ‘Taqah Castle’, the former
official residence of the ‘Wali’ (Governor) of the region & obtain a
glimpse into the rich history of the region. Continue onto the ancient ruins
of the once famous city of Samharam (Khor Rori). The city was the
easternmost outpost of the Hadramawt Kingdom on the ancient incense
route between the Mediterranean Sea, Persian Gulf and India. Khor Rori
was an important port on the coast of Dhofar, and one of the major
trading cities with frankincense, believed to have been the hub & harbor
for the shipping of Frankincense (UNESCO World Heritage site). On the
way back to western Salalah, explore the ‘ever green Wadi Darbat’ for a
relaxing stroll along the Wadi bed, surrounded by herds of Camels, Goats
& Cattle. In the Khareef season (monsoon period), one could also witness
an almost 100m natural Waterfall, spreading its ‘tentacles’ into numerous
lakes & lush green Vegetation. Thereafter proceed to ‘Qara’ mountains
to explore the western part of Salalah. On a road steadily winding up a
steep incline, herds of Camels & Cattle are a common sight which gives a
scenic view of a traditional Dhofari rural beauty. Visit the ancient tomb of
‘Prophet Job’ situated in the scenic green mountains of the Salalah
Plains. Proceed to the beach of Mughsail where the white sand touches
the deep blue of the ocean & at high tide, where waves burst through
the natural titanic ‘Blow Holes’, at the far end of the ‘Rocky beach’ with a
cave-like entrance. Continue along the ‘Hair-pin-bend’ road towards
Western Border of Oman, with its breathtaking cliffs on either side, to see
the historical ‘Frankincense trees’ growing in their natural habitat, deep
down in the valleys, dotting the dry & craggy countryside. Take a short
walk into the valleys to smell the ‘Holy Incense’ amidst the scenic view of
the region. Return to the Salalah hotel.

Over night in Salalah



Leisure In Hotel

Full day Leisure in Hotel

Over night in Salalah



Final Departure To Salalah Airport

Departure transfers to Airport to connect the flight
back home as per flight timing.



INCLUSIONS

• RETURN AIRPORT TRANSFER

• ENGLISH SPEAKING GUIDE cum DRIVER

• ACCOMMODATION 

3 NIGHTs in Muscat Holidays or Similar – Muscat

1 NIGHT in Turtle Beach Resort or Similar - Sur

1 NIGHTs in Arabian Oryx Camp or Similar - Wahiba

2 NIGHTs in Al Diyar or Similar – Nizwa

4 NIGHTs in Salalah Beach Resort or Similar – Salalah 

MEALS 

BREAKFAST & DINNER

• SIGHT SEEING TOURS

• ENTRANCE TICKETS INCLUDING TURTLE WATCHING

• ALL TAXES & ANY OTHER CHARGES

• 2 PCS MINERAL WATER BOTTLE PER PERSON/PER DAY

EXCLUSIONS

• VISA CHARGES

• AIR FARES

• TRAVEL INSURANCE

• MEALS OTHER THAN MENTIONED

• EXPENSES OF PERSONAL IN NATURE

• ANYTHING WHICH IS NOT SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED IN 
THE INCLUSIONS PART



• The cost is based on Per person. Any change in the
no. of people travelling will lead to change in
package cost.

• This is a quote only and we have not made any
booking for you. Prices offered are based on
availability at the time of quoting. It may differ at the
time of actual reservation based on availability.

• The price is based on NON REFUNDABLE HOTEL RATES
for which immediate prepayment will be required.
More flexible deadlines are possible with
consequently rates increase.

• In case of exceptional occurrences, the program
and the timing of the day in which they take place
might be subjected to changes without undermining
the good quality of the services.

• Please advise your acceptance of the above quote
and Itinerary through email, In order to proceed with
the booking

• The package rate is subject to change with the
change in currency exchange rate as on the
prevailing date.

• The standard check-in and check-out time of hotels
are 1400hrs and 1200hrs respectively.

• It is recommended that you take insurance to cover
you during your travel, medical expenses in case of an
accident/illness, loss of baggage/passport/personal
effects, etc.

• It is responsibility of passengers to ensure that their
passports and visas are valid for travel. Kindly contact
the relevant Embassy or Consulate for same. Passport
should be valid at least 6 months beyond period of
stay.

• Visa Note:- Granting or rejecting visas and immigration
clearance is the sole prerogative of the concerned
sovereign governments and we at PSTTOUR can only
facilitate in the entire process. We at PSTTOUR shall
neither be responsible in case of non-granting of such
documents. Even if the visas are rejected, cancellation
charges/fees shall be payable by the Client. There will
be no refund, if the Clients, or any member of his party,
is unable to travel due to the said reasons.
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